Summary: The area protects the northeastern portion of Chester and the Martin Ranch Subdivision. Prior project work was carried out by CAL FIRE in this location but the fuel break has not been maintained. The location is entirely on lands owned by Sierra Pacific Industries. The local SPI District Manager is a willing cooperator.

The area is comprised of sierra mixed conifer forest type having pockets of brush species with areas that include older, unrelated logging slash.

What communities or habitats will project protect? Chester, Lake Almanor Country Club, Lake Almanor West, Warner Valley.

PROJECT NAME: MARTIN RANCH AND NORTHEASTERN CHESTER FUEL BREAK

SIZE: 75 ACRES

PROJECTED COMPLETION DATE: 12/19

LOCATION:
The site is located immediately adjacent to the Martin Ranch Subdivision, northeast of Chester in Plumas County. CAL FIRE Lassen-Modoc Unit.

Map is in development.